
Jeju Island, Korea: Site of the 2014 BPWI Congress

Jeju's UNESCO-designated “Seongsan Ilchulbong,” 
with a “haenyeo” or diving woman in the foreground.

Where in the world is Jeju Island? And why should you go there? 

I'm Anne, a New Yorker who has fallen in love with Korea and made it my home since 
January of 2005. And I'm a member of BPW-Jeju Island, a local chapter of the Korea 
Federation of BPWI.

Jeju Island is a paradise with an incredibly unique culture...so much so that I intend to live out 
my life here. As one BPW-Jeju friend said to me upon hearing this: “Then you can grow old 
together with us.”

^^ (That's a Korean emoticon for Asian smiling eyes.)

Jeju's “jusangjeolli,” volcanic columnar formations –
a short walk from the International Convention Center
(http://www.iccjeju.co.kr/front/main/main.asp )

where the BPWI 2014 congress will be held.

http://www.iccjeju.co.kr/front/main/main.asp


What makes Jeju unique?

First, the island itself: egg-shaped, surrounding the central volcano that created it several 
thousand years ago and ringed in some of the most gorgeous beaches. Its landscape is so 
dramatic – and so well preserved despite 5000 years of human habitation – that UNESCO 
has designated it a “Biosphere Reserve” (2002), a “World Natural Heritage” (2007), and a 
“Geopark” (2010), making it the first site in the world to be designated in all three of 
UNESCO's natural science categories. Jeju is truly an “Island of Nature.”

Geumneung Beach with Biyang Islet in the distance.

Secondly, Jeju is known as an “Island of Women.” While not matriarchal, its society has been 
matrifocal and egalitarian for millennia. Jeju's female free-divers, known as “haenyeo” and 
organized into economic collectives in each coastal village, represent a powerful subculture 
that has existed for more than 1700 years. While their numbers are now dwindling, you can 
still view them at their work nearly every day, and hear the “sumbisori” or hauntingly melodic 
sound that they breathe each time they emerge from the water. Independent and strong both 
physically and mentally, these women were long the driving economic force in Jeju society.

Leading their households and their villages, the diving women also led the independence 
movement during the early 20th century period of Japanese colonization.

And then there's Jeju's mythology. With a rare goddess-oriented creation myth, Jeju's central 
volcano is personified as a giant grandmother goddess called Seolmundae; the 368 “oreum” 
or secondary volcanic cones that dot this small island are viewed as her children. Indeed, all 
of Jeju's people are the “offspring” of Grandmother Seolmundae, and hold a close relationship 
with the “oreum” and Jeju's nature in general.

This is precisely why Jeju's natural attributes have been so well preserved. In a word: the 
ecology of Jeju is “family.”



Halla Mountain, the central “shield” volcano and embodiment of
Grandmother Seolmundae, Jeju Island's giant creator goddess.

In this “Island of 18,000 Gods,” numerous other strong goddess figures are found throughout 
its mythology, providing Jeju women with their deep core of strength. A longstanding 
shamanic tradition inherited from central Siberia is still active today, its rituals governing many 
of the cycles of daily life.

This is also an “Island of World Peace,” and Jeju is not without its past traumas. Today, in 
addition to its hosting of numerous conferences – including IUCN's World Conservation 
Congress in 2012 – Jeju is also home to the International Peace Institute which hosts world 
and inter-Asian summits as well as an annual forum of “peace and prosperity.” Many smaller 
peace institutes and initiatives can also be found on this island.

Finally, Jeju is an “Island of Longevity.” With centenarian records dating back 300 years, and 
legends in ancient China of this island's “elixir of eternal life,” Jeju has long been known for 
the health and longevity of its people. In addition to the extraordinarily healthy cuisine based 
on marine products, vegetation, and whole grains, the secret of Jeju's long-lived people can 
also be found in their extraordinary sense of community bonds and powerful connectedness 
with nature.

“Obunjagi tteukbaegi,” a Jeju specialty: a medley of seafood cooked in a stone pot.



So, come to Jeju – an island of mystery and magic, and thus a BPWI congress that's sure to 
be one of the most unique experiences you've ever encountered!

Anne Hilty is a cultural health psychologist and independent scholar-practitioner from New York who  
now makes Jeju Island her home. She is a member of BPW-Jeju.


